Chevy 5.3 bore and stroke

Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Home How To Engine 5. Truckin Magazine how to. In
part one of Torque Tech, we subjected our 5. Happy as we were with the current output of the 5.
Ever the greedy enthusiast, we wanted the extra torque to come without sacrificing the
impressive peak power numbers-enter increased displacement. Here is some pretty simple
performance math. If you are looking to produce a given amount of power, it is always easier to
reach that power goal with a larger engine. In this case, bigger really is better, as it is easier to
make HP with a inch engine than one displacing just cubic inches. In our case, we weren't
looking for big-time peak horsepower power gains as much as tremendous torque. We liked the
HP, but wanted more than lb-ft currently offered by the modified 5. One upgrade that promised
enhanced torque production without sacrificing any peak power was increased displacement. A
little math helps here to understand what might be possible with a hike in displacement. Using
the torque output of the 5. If we apply this specific torque output formula to our new stroker
combination of cubic inches 1. That is some serious torque potential, and only the dyno will let
us know if we are able to achieve that, but in addition to that peak number, the ci stroker will
offer similar improvements throughout the rev range. Chevy truck enthusiasts who grew up on
the conventional degree small-block will no doubt recognize the ci displacement we had
planned for our 5. The 5. The cylinder wall in the iron 5. Instead, the ci displacement is achieved
by combining the 3. The increase in bore size from 3. While the GenX heads were likely every bit
as effective, even on this larger ci, we selected a set of ported 5. In stock trim, the 5. Treated to
Stage 2 porting, the revised TEA 5. These changes were made with minimal as possible
changes in port volume. Despite the slight increase in port volume, the more than
commensurate increase in airflow actually produced an increase in port velocity. This means
the TEA-ported heads should offer substantial power gains throughout the rev range compared
to stock 5. The impressive flow numbers offered by the TEA 5. We selected a set of 21cc dished
pistons from Probe Racing for our ci to match the 9. This was done to allow us to install the
supercharger after running the stroker combination. Were this a dedicated normally aspirated
engine, we'd opt for a slight increase above Though not required for a typical normally
aspirated combination, the added insurance was welcome once we installed the supercharger.
For this first test, the ci stroker was equipped with the stock truck intake and throttle body, a set
of pound injectors and run with the FAST XFI management system. After the break-in
procedure, the engine was tuned by Westech's Ernie Mena and eventually produced peak
numbers of HP at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, RPM. Remember, this compares to a peak of
lb-ft from the modified 5. In fact, the stroker equaled the peak torque production of the modified
5. The larger ci demonstrated why strokers are so efficient at enhancing torque production, but
we weren't done yet. Replacing the stock truck intake with the LSXRT increased the peak
numbers to HP and lb-ft of torque, gains of 30 HP and 17 lb-ft of torque over the stock intake. As
impressed as we were about the significant peak power and torque gains, we were every bit as
impressed with the fact that the LSXRT offered more power and torque through the entire rev
range. This was now one serious truck engine, but we weren't quite finished. Understanding
that truck enthusiasts are always looking for more, we decided to give them exactly that. To
further pump up the torque production, we opted for the tried and true method of boost
production. If there is one replacement for displacement, it is forced induction. Filling that bill
was a 2. Vortech chose the twin-screw design for truck applications for two reasons, the
immediate boost response offered by the positive displacement configuration and the superior
efficiency compared to a typical roots blower. The Vortech twin-screw kit for the 5. Additional
features offered by the standard Vortech twin-screw kit included a dual-pass, air-to-water
intercooler, high-flow bypass valve, and a cast-aluminum inlet tube to connect the stock throttle
body to the supercharger. We also took the liberty of replacing the pound injectors with a set of
larger 50 pounders run at 60 PSI , allowing us enough fuel to exceed HP if need be. Run with the
ATI stock diameter crank pulley, the 3. Swapping over to the smaller 3. Installation of the
Vortech TS supercharger also required use of the complete FEAD front accessory drive
including the manual water pump. Visually the Vortech twin-screw supercharger made an
impressive statement. We knew the forged internals from Pro Comp used in the ci were plenty
capable of harnessing the power offered by the supercharged configuration and after tuning, we
were rewarded with peak numbers of HP at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, RPM. There was
certainly more power to be had with more boost pressure, but we were quite happy at this point
with the fact that torque production from the supercharged stroker exceeded lb-ft from 3, RPM
to 5, RPM, making for one sweet torque curve. Combining the supercharger and stroker
improved the power output of the original 5. Of course there is always more boost, as the
Vortech system featured a dedicated air-to-water intercooler and would easily continue to cool
the charge temperatures offered by another few pounds of boost. Either way, this supercharged
stroker clearly demonstrated that not only is boost a replacement for displacement, but also

maximum torque comes from combining both! The modifications to the original 5. Looking to
increase torque production, we stepped up to the ci stroker, which increased the peak numbers
to HP and lb-ft of torque. The new totals stood at HP and lb-ft of torque. Installation of the
Vortech twin-screw supercharger put the final tally at HP and lb-ft of torque. Though more
power is obviously available with increased boost and or wilder cam timing, this combination
offered exceptional idle quality and low-speed torque production-perfect for a performance
truck application. Tools Needed: 8,10,12,13, 15mm socket, in-lb torque wrench, lb-ft torque
wrench, gear puller, flare nut wrenches. It should also be noted that not all parts are listed. For
more information, contact the sources. Sources Trick Flow Specialties. More Photos View
Slideshow. By Richard Holdener. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Top 10 Turbo Articles
on TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to
receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional
updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network.
By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. LS1 vs. LS2 vs. LQ9
vs. L33 vs. LS7 vs. LS9 vs. Let's face it: The little guys never get the love. Case in point, the 4.
Everyone wants a 7. Worst case scenario? They grab the medium-sized 5. Enthusiasts pass
right by the 4. The reality is that, all things being equal, bigger engines make more power. They
certainly make more torque, but the downer is they also use more fuel. With 4. Down on
displacement to be sure, the 4. Rather than just demonstrate what the mods do to the smaller 4.
The question we wanted to answer was: How does the smaller 4. Displacement wise, the 4.
Given the bore and stroke of each, a better comparison might be the and larger , as the 4. Since
the 4. More than one enthusiast has purchased what he thought was a 5. Internally there are
distinct differences, the most obvious being the use of flat-top pistons in the smaller 4. It should
be mentioned that the L33 H. The 4. Crankshaft and connecting-rod casting numbers are the
real key to distinguishing between the two. If you have crank casting numbers ending in and
rods ending in , then you have a 5. If, however, your iron-block motor is sporting a crank and
rods, then you have a 4. It is thought the rare manual trans 4. In terms of factory power ratings,
there is actually not much difference between the 4. Power ratings ranged from hp net and lb-ft
for the 4. What should be evident is that the two actually produce similar peak horsepower
outputs, but the larger 5. The good news for both 4. With proper heads, cam and intake, either
can be made to approach or exceed hp per liter hp or 1. Of course this kind of specific output
will necessitate a high-rpm motor, with cam timing pushing peak power past 7, rpm. Such a
combination might not be ideal for towing, but would be serious fun in a Camaro, Chevelle or
Nova. As with any LS-based motor, both the 4. The difference when working with the 4. The
stock cam timing employed in the 4. Factory cam upgrades for the 4. Of course, the higher-lift
cams must be accompanied by a valvespring upgrade. In addition to the cam tested here, Crane
Cams also offers Direct-Fit cams for the truck motors designed to work with the stock
valvesprings. These Direct Fit LS cams give lots of options and offer significant power gains as
high as plus hp through the entire rev range as low as 2, rpm and do so without affecting idle
vacuum, drivability or necessitating a spring swap-making them the perfect upgrade to an
otherwise stock 4. Like the cam profiles, head flow and intake design all cater to the smaller
displacement of the 4. Head flow that might be insufficient on a larger 6. Given that even a stock
set of 4. That said, it is also possible to further improve the power output with proper head
porting without sacrificing low-speed torque. The last thing you want to do is reduce torque
production on your 4. The idea behind this test was to first run both the 4. The TEA heads
offered significant flow gain exceeding cfm , while the Crane cam spec'ed out at 0. It was a
healthy stick for a daily-driven 4. We treat a small-block Chevy build to a host of modern
upgrades to deliver LS reliability with old-school charm. Super Chevy. How To. View Full
Gallery. Sources Aeromotive. Total Engine Airflow. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get
Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. The L59 engine is a 5. It is
essentially the flex-fuel version of the LM7. For marketing purposes, it was also known as the
Vortec The engine specs and information listed here is for a stock L59 engine. These motors are
capable of making a lot of horsepower, and respond well to upgrades like turbos,
superchargers, high-flow cylinder heads, intake systems, cams, and nitrous oxide. Check out
L59 5. Summit Racing has created a series of comprehensive guides for each engine in the LS
family, so engine builders and tuners can have a handy reference for their projects. Pingback:
L59 5. Very good information. Please where is the engine number on a : GMC Yukon located?
Would i be able to get this engine from a suburban into a fwd monte carlo, or should I just find
the ones that were already front wheel drive the ls4. Your email address will not be published.
Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit
Racing Equipment. LS Engines L59 5. Bore Dia. Stroke 3. Deck Height 9. Bore Spacing 4. Cam

Housing Bore Dia. Connecting Rod Housing Bore 2. Crankshaft Rod Journal 2. Reluctor Wheel
24x. Exhaust Valve Diameter 1. Pushrod Length 7. Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. Chad Trepanier
says: August 22, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published. It is
commonly referred to as an EcoTec3 5. Compared to its predecessor the L83, the L84 has a
different valley cover, centered water pump location, and exhaust system. By centering the
water pump, it allows Gen. With changes to the Brake Controller, the vacuum pump and lines
are no longer required. The engine also uses direct injection, which shoots fuel directly into the
combustion chamber instead of the intake runner. As before, it has flex fuel capability. DFM has
cylinder deactivation lifters on all eight cylinders rather than just four. DFM has 17 modes of
operation and can run on as little as one cylinder at a time. Because the system is torque based,
it uses just the right amount of cylinders to meet demand with seamless transitions. I work with
a guy that has a and the lifters froze up and ruined the motor. I hope they have fixed this issue.
Not a fan of AFM. To bad the 5. Nothing but problems. And very expensive to fix. How can i get a
standalone wireing harness for my L84 LT 5. I get substantially better highway mileage with my
silverado with the 5. That said if you are so heavy footed that the 4CYL mode never turns on you
will get regular mileage, maybe 20MPG highway. This system does nothing really for city
driving. Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. LT Engines L84 5. The
information listed here is for a stock engine. Chevy L84 Engine Specs 5. Bore Dia. Stroke 3.
Deck Height 9. Bore Spacing 4. Cam Housing Bore Dia. Cam-to-Crank Centerline 4. Connecting
Rod Housing Bore 2. Crankshaft Rod Journal Dia. Pushrod Dimensions 7. Author: Brian Nutter
After a stint in the U. The early part of his automotive career included working for engine
builders Scott Shafiroff and C. Batten, followed by several years developing performance
pistons at Wiseco Piston Co. This new engine is sweet, especially the quiet cast factory
headers. Corey Fitch says: June 6, at am. Raymond Morningstar says: November 27, at pm.
Richard says: February 5, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be
published. LS engines are excellent swap candidates. Here we see one getting prepped for a
Mazda Miata. Sounding like a third grader. Will my gen v lt1 crank work in my gen Iv 6. And I
have 6. I Would also like to know why the 5. I didnt see a reply on the question. Your email
address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. Frank Diaz says:
December 29, at pm. James Doss says: April 23, at am. Dave says: April 12, at am. From what I
read, the iron blocks of the lq4 and lq9 can be board to fit the 6. Emmerson durst says: February
11, at am. Jackson mehoff says: January 28, at pm. Conrad says: March 24, at pm. James says:
May 14, at pm. Stanley Gayton says: August 1, at am. Pestman says: August 24, at pm. Wade
says: August 10, at am. Mije says: September 28, at pm. Reduced combustion chamber size â€”
increases compression ratio. Do and heads have a smaller combustion chamber which raises
the compression ratio. James Holbrook says: December 3, at pm. Rodney says: August 25, at
pm. David Mirabito says: November 2, at pm. Magus says: December 24, at pm. Leave a Reply
Cancel Your email address will not be published. The LM7 is a 5. For marketing purposes, it was
also known as the Vortec The information listed here is for the stock LM7 engine. These motors
are capable of making a lot of horsepower, and respond well to upgrades like turbos,
superchargers, high-flow cylinder heads, intake systems, cams, and nitrous oxide. Summit
Racing has created a series of comprehensive guides for each engine in the LS family, so
engine builders and tuners can have a handy reference for their projects. Pingback: LM4 5. It
really depends on your specific vehicle applicationâ€”but your estimate is certainly right in the
ballpark. I am doing a cam delete plate moving the cam sensor to the front and putting in a
custom cut zo6 cam with a single bolt cam gear. Unfortunately I ported and polished the cast
heads before I learned of their suseptability for cracking. My inquirey has a feew parts to it. Ive
heard that the two have different amounts of teeth and have been told I need to change the
crank. Fingers crossed that I dont. Is it gonna start or will I have to have the ECU reprogramed?
Will a set of 4. Any other advice or suggestions are welcome. If you have a Gen. You are correct
that you would need to swap the crank or reluctor itself. If you have a gen. Knock sensor
extensions would also be required, but some leave them unhookedâ€¦which is a little dicey. The
good news is you already have some pretty good stuff to work with. Definitely check out our
LM7 upgrade article for some good tips. Most of the aftermarket cams out there are built on a
3-bolt core, so you can keep the top and bottom timing gears from what you have and just throw
a stronger LS2 spec timing chain on it. The rear mount cam sensor is fine, so that saves you a
bit of headache. Knock sensor locations too. The biggest injectors that came in LM7s came in
the versions. At 25 lbs. The stage 3 cam would like a 2, converter and the Stage 4 would like a 2,

converter. You can check out those cam specs on the Summit Pro LS Cam article to get an idea
of the duration numbers etc. The 6 inch rods you found are probably made for gen. The problem
is they have an offset in the beam that makes them un-centered under the pistonâ€¦this causes
side loading. Lastly, flat tops would not help enough to recover the compression of having a
piston. The LM7 rods used a press fit. That would get you up to If you are making more power,
then the aftermarket rods are 6. There are lots of forged pistons available and a flat top version
with 2 valve reliefs is pretty easy to find. Commonly available. Hopefully the information above
helps. I have a stock 5. It has , on it and I want to build a replacement engine for it. I have built
several small blocks over the years but never an LS. I fell in love with this LS and want to build
one for this truck with more horsepower but keep it for daily driving. What is your
recommendation for Crank, cam, intakes, pistons, rods, and whether to start with a 5. I would
like to have hp. Mike, find a 6. Looking for best replacement engine. Any legal cam change for
better performance? Any other recommendations? Pingback: LR4 4. Can this engine hold a 6.
My transmission is going out and my uncle has a 6. Low octane of course.. I am losing some
antifreeze out the tail pipes now tho!!! Most likely head gasket. Can I use my stock pedal if the
throttle body is cable or does the ecm still look for pedal position? I have a 95 2 door tahoe. I
have a q gmc sierra 5. I did used a dial indicator on a stock cam and came up with 0. The cam
lift is just that, lift at the cam lobe. A quick run down is say you have. Multiply the lift times ratio
like this:. I hope this helps clear up the lift question you had. I have a gmc sierra. I am trying to
convert my Gen 3 block to an aluminum Gen 4 block. I have purchased the block. From my
valley to the side of the block. Is there a place already there that they won go in? I have read
that is a no. Where do I put them? When I relocate the knock sensors, what do I do about the 2
large holes in the valley cover? What do I do about the hole in the block if I move mine to the
front where the gen 4 is, and what do I have to do in order to make this work with the cam from
gen 3? I assume this will be fine? I am trying to find out if I have a DoD engine. I need to do a
lifter job. I have been told that if is is DoD I will have to remove the heads to do this. The 6. What
is the cylinder bore angle is it the same as a gen 1 or gen 2 block can it be bored with the same
tooling as the old blocks And what is the head and valve angle on the ls motorsv? Will a 6. If so
does the tranny need to be changed out with the engine? My truck idles rough after I googled
the problem it points to a egr valve so I went to Auto Zone the gentleman looks in the book and
said there is a gasket but shows no egr valve. Being a Sunday all the mechanic shops are
closed and you help me? I purchased a stroker from Summit, it is a chev block. Nothing
interchanges between them. Sell it and buy an LS Vortec engine. Could this motor be swapped
with a 6. It says that the 6. Great web site thanks. Can i put any 5. Without new harness and
computer adjusting. My question is this, and I hope simple. I am planning to do a mild rebuild of
the 5. Cam, thermostat, tune, and possibly under drive pulleysâ€¦is it worth the expense, for
what I see as minimal gains, to upgrade the intake to the TBSS and all that would entail?
Pingback: LM7 5. Pingback: L59 5. Your email address will not be published. Your Website.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing
Equipment. LS Engines LM7 5. Bore Dia. Stroke 3. Deck Height 9. Bore Spacing 4. Cam Housing
Bore Dia. Pressed Wrist Pin Dia. Crankshaft Rod Journal Dia. Exhaust Valve Diameter 1. Lobe
Separation Angle Pushrod Length 7. Fuel Injector Flow Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. I think it is
hp? OnAllCylinders Staff says: August 6, at am. Joshua says: October 16, at pm. Casper Allen
says: August 9, at am. Hi , I am doing a cam delete plate moving the cam sensor to the front and
putting in a custom cut zo6 cam with a single bolt cam gear. Brian Nutter says: August 9, at pm.
MIKE says: September 10, at pm. David says: October 27, at pm. Jeff A Pelletier says: October
28, at am. I have a chev silverado 5. Dustin Swaim says: February 9, at am. Joshua Johnson
says: February 19, at pm. Dre says: March 26, at pm. Martin Wilson says: January 19, at am. Dj
says: March 29, at pm. Not a chevy guy says: April 9, at pm. Darin says: June 6, at am. Billy
Trammell says: May 1, at pm. Here are my questionsâ€¦. Thank you so much in advance for the
help. Philip Griffin says: May 13, at pm. Marlon says: May 29, at pm. Lboy says: August 28, at
am. Wladimir g hodniuk says: September 8, at am. Aonde consigo a bomba da direcao
hidraulica para ser enviada para o Brasil. Gary W Atsma says: October 13, at am. Jesus
Elizondo says: November 14, at pm. Patrick Lynard says: November 14, at pm. Brian says:
November 20, at pm. Gary d. Lamb says: January 30, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email
address will not be published. The LH6 engine is a 5. IV aluminum engine that replaced the LM4
in It was the first Gen. For marketing purposes, it was also known as the Vortec The engine
specs and information listed here is for a stock LH6 engine. These motors are capable of
making a lot of horsepower, and respond well to upgrades like turbos, superchargers, high-flow
cylinder heads, intake systems, cams, and nitrous oxide. Check out LH6 5. Summit Racing has
created a series of comprehensive guides for each engine in the LS family, so engine builders

and tuners can have a handy reference for their projects. Pingback: LH6 5. And timing reluctor
swap or just tuned. Great oil press hot. Less cold. Bottom noise worse when or after hot. Any
known pump or strainer problems? About to pull pan to look. Any advise? Runs strong! Check
the O-ring on the oil pump pick up tube where it mounts to the pump. These are usually split or
badly cracked. Got this tip from a Richard Holdener YouTube segment. Can I swap lh6 24x with
a
taurus sho interior
ford mondeo 94 manual
fz 09 tail light
lh6 58x and have it work? Thank you. Your email address will not be published. Your Website.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing
Equipment. LS Engines LH6 5. Bore Dia. Stroke 3. Deck Height 9. Bore Spacing 4. Cam Housing
Bore Dia. Connecting Rod Housing Bore 2. Crankshaft Rod Journal 2. Reluctor Wheel 24X , 58X
Exhaust Valve Diameter 1. Not Available 0. Pushrod Length 7. Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. Joe
says: October 22, at am. Greg Hames says: April 20, at pm. Don Schannot says: October 6, at
pm. Ethan Rogers says: September 28, at pm. Yes Texas speed has what you need! Get at them
and they will be happy to help. Michael says: December 22, at pm. I want to swap my Lh6 to get
away from DoD what engine can I use? I have a 06 envoy Denali. Adam says: February 10, at
am. Just delete the DOD. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published.

